The purpose of this paper is to present a way of explicit construction of local elementary solutions for Cauchy problems for a class of hyperbolic linear differential operators with multiple characteristics. We also investigate their singularity structure microlocally. 
characteristics, as Kawai [2] are mutually distinct for any f'e^*" 1 .
(2. c) The Poisson bracket {Ci-^+(*, CO, d-^'fe CO} of Ci -^^(2;, CO and Ci~ ^~(X CO vanishes identically.
Remark 1. Although one may localize our conditions with respect to C' by using a neighborhood co : of {£ = 0} x/ for a compact set /of S n~\ We present our conditions in the form described above for simplicity. The /-hyperbolic operators introduced in Kawai [1] can be dealt with by this localized expression of the conditions. We leave the detailed discussion to the reader.
Remark 2. Since we are concerned with the local problems in this article, we do not refer to & explicitly in the sequel.
When P(z, D x ) satisfies conditions (1) and (2) above, we define the notion of a bicharacteristic of P emanating from a point (V, CO e{d = ;i + (*, C) =*"(*, C')l as follows:
Definition 1. Assume that the operator P satisfies the conditions above. If O°, CO satisfies Q = /l + (z 0 , CO =^~ (*% C°')> then the bicharacteristic associated with P emanating from (2°, CO is by definition the variety with dimension at most two that is obtained by the following procedure : First consider a bichracteristic ^+ i(z0>co) 
We may also consider bicharacteristics associated with Ci -^+fo C') or Ci~ A~(z, C). They are subsets of the bicharacteristics associated with P in the sense of Definition 1 if holds. In the sequel, we call any of them also bicharacteristics associated with P.
An important result of claims the following:
Theorem 0 0 (Hamada-Nakamura) Consider the following Cauchy problem (5) J (j=0 ) . . . , m-~ 1) :
Assume that P(z, A) satisfies conditions (1) an6? (2). TAe?z (5) y (j=Q,. . . ,m-l, resp.) 
The modification of the definition of (p, is the same, i. e., </>, (I = 3, . . . , m) is defined by (10) dz l Although Theorem 0 is seemingly a little stronger than the results of Hamada-Nakamura [1] in that it contains parameters (re/, C'), one can easily prove it by just the same reasoning as in HamadaNakamura [1] . We can verify the homogeneity with respect to C °° F of F l9 G ly G and Z~^f by examining the procedure by which these P = Q W P functions are determined.
From now on, we shall always assume the hyperbolicity of P(x 9 D s ) with respect to the direction (1, 0, . . . , 0), that is, we shall assume that ^(x 9 <f) and h(x 9 f) (/=3, ..., m) are all real for real (x 9 ?') with f /: £0. Assuming this reality condition, we prepare some geometric propositions, which will play an important role in the holds by the definition of <P, the proof is obvious.
Corollary. // $(x, y', ?', r)=0 for real (x,y' 9 g',T) with -d^T 9 x^dy then Im^C*,, (^', /, f)+V-ls£, r)>0 holds for any £>0, ^i an^ r satisfying eP roof. By observing the Taylor expansion of (5 with respect to (X, y, £') we find this corollary immediately follows from Proposition emanating from (x, y ; u, v") = (x,, x , y' ; u» u, v") = (0, y°', y°' ; r(y", f), ?', -f).
Proof. First we show that (11) entails following equations (12) : 
> holds there by virtue of (7. b).
By making use of the same reasoning as above, we find that
hold at p*.
Since the bicharacteristic associated with u 1 -A + (x, u') considered in {(x, y \ u, ^Ol'space is nothing but the projection of /+ on this space, this completes the proof of Proposition 2.
Proposition 3. Let @(z, w', £', r) be a solution of (8).
Assume that (x°, y°'; u°, v°' ) is real and satisfies following equations ( Proof, As in the proof of Proposition 2 3 we consider in S*M a bicharacteristic associated with
we consider the following ordinary differential equations :
,,0(o:% y', f, r)),
Then we have (22) In view of (20) we now want to show that (r, .2;' (r -.rj) , 3;°' ; ufr -xl), v^ -xl)} satisfies equations (12) and that (23) holds.
In order to show the first statement we first note holds, since 0 is constant along the bicharacteristic of u l -A~ (x, u') as a solution to the equation
Therefore, combining (24) with (8. b) we get (12. a). We also find (25) ), grad.,0(a:(0, y°', f, 0), , y", f", r) 0 = 2, . . . , n).
Then, setting t -r -x°l } we get the required relations (12. b) through (12. d).
Finally we show (23). Since -f^-(*% ^0 On the other hand, condition (2. c) guarantees that u^ -A + (x, u) is constant along the integral curve of (21 
As in the proof of Proposition 4, we find that each point p* in C(a 3 y x ) lies on a bicharacteristic associated with w x -%~(x, u} that emanates from (0 3 x', y 7 ; w, t> 0/ ) with |grad e /(P(0, ^ y', r, «)=0
holds with real f'^Q. Since holds, we can find a function X'(y', £', a) which is analytic in (/j f> «) so that v=r(y, r, <o .y=r (y, r, o) .grad,,<Z>(0, X'(y, f, a), y', f, a)=0
holds. Therefore ^>* lies on a bicharacteristic associated with t^ -Z~(x 9 u) emanating from (x l9 x' 9 y°'; u, t; 0/ ) = (0, X'(y°' 9 f, a), y'; grad u .^(PC^y', f 7 , a) « 1 -0 .«'-x'c,'.e'.a).,'=,«")-Then it clearly follows from the definition of 0 and the continuity of X' with respect to a that
holds. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.
there exist real f° ' and T(a^T^xl) Proof. First define ^i(y') and X~2((2 3 y') in the same way as in the definition of K(a, y') by restricting r to the interval {r ; O^r^^;} and {r; a^grfgO}, respectively. Then we immediately see that (y') = ^(y')U( HK 2 (a, y')) (Q, y°', -v°') or to a bicharacteristic associated with P which emanates either from (x,, x, y ; u 19 u, v) = (0, y°', y°'; 2 + (0, y°', -v°f), -v°', v°'} or from (x,, x, y'; u,, u or from (x,, x, y; u,, u', v We shall now construct a hyperfunction e/ y (a:, y, f) by making use of U(z, w 9 C) so that it is defined on wXlj for a neighborhood w of the origin of R n x xR n y 7 l and that it satisfies following condition (32) there:
The reality of 0 combined with the non-vanishing of grad (SiH; / iC / iS )ô n {0=0} entails that F defines a hyperfunciton f(x, y', f' 5 r) whose singularity spectrum is confined to the set We shall now establish the fact that e 0 (x,y, f) is a well-defined hyperfunction if a<^i<£ and investigate its singularity spectrum.
Here Y(r) denotes the Heaviside function.
First we note that the multiplication procedure used to define the integrand of (34) 0(x, /, f, r)=0, x l = r(^a) and (u, v', rj , a} = (u l9 u', v', if, a) By the same reasoning as above we can conclude that e,(x, y, f) = r(r-a)r(-r)/(*, y, f, r)^r (*) Note that any points in AI with a = 0 (hence ^^0) do not give any contributions to the singularity spectrum of e 0 (x, y', 10-(**) The same remark as in the footnote (*) also applies here.
is a well-defined hyperfunction on M2=(t) 3 Xlj for some neighborhood co 3 of the origin of R^xR^1 and its singularity spectrum is confined to the union of B'j(j=l, 2, 3) defined below: On the other hand, the result on the singularity spectrum of e 0 (x, y, ?') entails that hyperfunction e 0 (x, y', f) is the boundary value of a holomorphic function f 0 (z, w', C) in a conical neighborhood U' of FJ. Of course one may assume without loss of generality that V=U. We now want to claim that f 0 (z, w,
By the definition of f 0 (z 9 w', C), Therefore, by making use of the well-known formula (John [1] ,
we conclude that E m -1 (x ) y \ a)=-\e(x 9 y, £')<*>(?') satisfies (28).
In passing, if we choose a^>0 suitably, we can construct jEjTOr, y ; a) so that it satisfies (28) 
C;= ^n^ {(x, y; V^T(tt, tO°°)eV=l £*«; (*) Precisely speaking, /',-has been chosen for a<0 and for 0>0 different notations would better be used. However, a little loose notation used here and in the sequel will not cause any confusion.
there exist j 9 a>0 3 f'e/J and T with a(r-a) <^0 such that 0O, /, ?', 0=0, (u, */)= « grad ( ,.,/)#(*, /, f, r) and that grad«,. r) <P(*, y' 9 f, r) = (0, 0)}.
Lastly we consider the geometric meaning of these set C z (/=0 3 . . . 3 m+l) and C,(l=0 9 1, 2).
We first discuss C z . The conditions on (x 9 y ; V-1 (w, ?/)oo) given in (52) Lastly we recall the results of Kawai [2] and find that a point (x°y y'; w°3 f 0/ ) described by C ; (/=3,..., m+! 3 resp.) lies on a bicharacteristic associated with P emanating from (x l9 x 9 y'; u l9 u 9 v') = (0, y', y'; ^(0, y 7 , ~^0 / ) 3 -^ ^0 / ) (/=3,. . ., m+ 1, resp.) 3 if we conventionally define % m +i (x, u) (60) and that its singularity spectrum is confined to the union of the bicharacteristic associated with P which emanates from (x ly x ; u l9 u'} -(0, y ; A, ?') with ^=^+ (0 5 
